
Dear Jim, 	 4/3/76 

When one can survive the kind of medical care I've had, given the spirit of your 
letter- Of the first, what Rid expect of Jenifer, the fortunately prepared cats to help 
withe chores-Ad a good doctor, after the couple of weeks the future ought be brighter 
and longer, as we both wish. 

My late stepfather, who wase past 85 when he finally was taken by the entirely 
unrelated, had a similar operation. 

In the previoia more than five years he had had three different major surgeries. 
The first in itself was three, down in New Orleans. All his (also three) unmated 
cancer operarions were quite successful. Be went bask to work (probation- officer) 
after the first.trio. Ae was then past 75 and those he worked for did not realize he 
was well past the age of mandatory retirement. Good lance. de Leon, those. operations. 

We saw him the morning after the rectal sprgery. 
Wentto my mother's the night bust= before the morning we saw him, taking my 

mother to the hospital with us. 

There were a few minutes of chitchat during which be had no complaints. 
Then a nurse entered his.room.' 

"Sarah," he said to mar mothing, I'm glad You are bore. I want you to talk to 
this nurse. Ole used her name.) She's not treating me right." 

My mother, naturally, expressed disbelief and, the nurse. flushed. In response 
to my mother Barry said. "She's not treating me right, dither. I want you to talk 
to her." 

Again my mother protested she could not izmaine and mistreatment, but I think 
she asked the specifics of his complaint(s4. 

"I want my baby!" Harry exclaimed. "She won:tlet me have my baby!" 
Jenifer may not be demanding a baby. but we hape she is in Barry's spirits 

the morning after. 

And that thereafter she has as little trouble frommit. 

Of all the things he had, none caused or even contributed to his death years 
later. 

You will, of course, have to retrench. But *as best we can we'll clip. 
I've just returned from several productive days in Memphis. 

Our hopes and our best, 



1 April 1976 
Dear Harold: 

Not much to send along, but thit needs to be written and on its way to you to give you some idea of what is ahead for us and that necessarily our activities are going to have to be drastically curtailed, even more than we already have curtailed them, at least for a time. 

We had our physical checkups with our local physician some 10 days ago and both were in tiptop condition except that he found a small tumor in Jenifer's rectum. He shot her over to a specialist the next day who does nothing but rectal surgery, and the opinion of both doctors was that it was a typical malignancy. A biopsy taken by the specialist confirmed the malignancy yesterday. In any case, it will have to be removed, so she will enter Marin General Hospital this Sunday for preparation and be operated on next Wednesday, April 7. The specialist will handle it. Our own physician swears by him and says he's not only the best in Marin Maramtxx County but one of the best in the country, with people coming to him from all over. We feel lucky to have these two. 
As you know, Jenifer was a surgical secretary in Peking for 10 years and of course is much better prepared to understand all that is involved than most people. She natural*y doesn't look forward to the consequences of this particular operation, which is a long and serious one but basically routine. She is in excellent condition and is entirely confident, as am I, particularly since both doctors show every confidence that the cander is still local and should not have spread. A probboscopy showed no sign that it had. We'll know a bit better about that after a barium enema which shejll have Friday, April 2, for an x-ray survey. 	She may be in the hospital up to three weeks because of the extensive surgery that has to be done, recovery, and instructions on how to manage the new plumbing arrangements that will be made. I ,won't go into these now; perhaps you know. Mae can fill you in if you don't. In any case, Jenifer is entirely confident she can live with the new set up and can think of a lot of things, such as blindness, or some really disabling affliction, which would be far, far worse. 
It goes without saying that weYve had a million things to take care of since we got the word, so I shanIItake more time now except to say that the cats and I are by now7qUite well briefed on how to run the house while Jenifer is in the hospital, and we've got pratically everything taken care of that needs it before she leaves it to uur dubious talents. I'll have no trouble feeding myself and keeping things clean and tidy. 
In the meantime 1 did want to let you know what's coming up and to do it in a way which will impinge as little as possible on your own troubles. We ask only your and Lilts best wishes and know they're automatic. The important thing is not to let this add to your own problems in any way. We are in excellent shape to handle this and expect nothing short of success. I'll keep you advised of progress, the important 1 hing9,anyway. 
est from us both, 

jdw 

P.S. -- SHE says no get well cards or other unseemly demonstrations will be tolerated. 


